Seals and Gaskets covered in conjunction with covered parts

*Luxury Electronics is included with Ultimate Guard and optional on Preferred.
AssureGuard has a complete line of coverage designed to keep your vehicle on the road. Even the most reliable vehicle can develop a mechanical problem. That’s why so many people depend on AssureGuard. No matter where you travel in the U.S. and Canada, we protect you against major mechanical expenses. All of our plans come with 24 hour 7 days a week Emergency Roadside Service.

Benefits

- **Emergency Roadside Assistance:** All plans come with 24 hour 7 days a week emergency roadside service, including: Towing, Flat Tire Assistance, Fluid Delivery, Battery Jump Start and Lockout Service.
- **Trip Interruption:** Pays for receipted motel and restaurant expenses up to $375 per occurrence.
- **Paintless Dent Repair*: Specialized hand tools gently push the dented metal back to its original form on your vehicle with no impact to your paint.
- **Windshield Repair Protection****: Covers the cost of repairs to the front windshield of minor chips and cracks caused by propelled rocks or other road debris.
- **Rental Car Allowance:** Gets you back on the road quickly.

Features

- Nationwide coverage
- Multiple deductible options
- Consequential damage coverage
- Up to 8 years & 125,000 miles coverage
- Transferable
- Emissions (specifically listed components on Preferred & Ultimate)
- Seals and Gasket coverage
- Wear and Tear coverage on Ultimate level
- Hybrid vehicle coverage
- No Waiting Period – Day one coverage

*Not available in LA; **Not available in FL, LA